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PREFACE

Four short presentations were made to the Sub-Committee on Aeroelasticity, during
the 50th Meeting of the Structures and Materials Panel, on the results of a cooperative
programme on active flutter suppression on a dynamic model of the YF-l 7 aircraft.

During this programme, British Aerospace, MBB, Northrop, Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory, NASA and ONERA cooperated in deriving control laws for active flutter
suppression for one explosive wing-store flutter case of the model. Phase control laws were
all tested and compared during wind tunnel tests performed in the Langley 16 ft wind tunnel
in October 1979. Results were quite promising and open the way for future cooperation on
full-scale aircraft. - -- , -Y , I,, ; 1

The Sub-Committee on Aeroelasticity unanimously agreed that the four presentations
should be published as an AGARP Report since they were thought to be an important
contribution to the development of active control technology.

G.COUPRY
Chairman, Sub-Committee
on Aeroelasticity
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T. E. Naill
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Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433
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SUMMARY

A 30% scale, half span model of a lightweight fighter aircraft with an active wing/store flutter sup-
pression system was tested in the NASA Langley Research Center Sixteen Foot Transonic Dynamics Tunnel in
September-October 1979. The test featured a store configuration that was intentionally designed to exhibit
a violent flutter condition. In addition to Northrop organized control laws, three European countries also
contributed control laws to stabilize this condition. After the control laws were mechanized by Northrop,
they were tested at the Langley facility. The model was tested up to 170% of the open loop flutter dynamic
pressure in a number of cases, with the indication that a substantially greater improvement was achievable.
This paper discusses some special features of the test model, the design and implementation of the control
laws, the test monitoring techniques and detailed test results.

INTRODUCTION

Wing/store flutter problems continue to degrade the performance of fighter-attack aircraft with air-
to-ground combat roles. Flutter speed placards caused by the carriage of many combinations of external
store configurations have reduced aircraft speed capability and as a result, decreased its survivability.
Active flutter suppression has shown promise of preventing store flutter and has the potential for provid-
ing significant improvements in aircraft operational and mission effectiveness. Since flutter suppression
systems can use electro-hydraulic feedback networks to counteract the flutter conditions, the eventual
integration of the suppression system into an advanced aircraft control system holds promise of extending
the aircraft performance with a minimal increase in control hardware.

In order to develop a working suppression system dealing with wing/store flutter and to resolve tech-
nical problems in actual systems implementation, an active flutter suppression system was designed and
incorporated into a 30% scale model of the YF-17 aircraft. The model has a leading edge and a trailing
edge control surface. A store configuration was intentionally designed that featured a violent flutter
condition. In the series of wind tunnel tests performed in 1977, a feedback control system, consisting of
a number of filters and a simple gain, phase shift circuit was able to suppress violent flutter conditions.
For instance, at M = 0.60, the projected improvement in the flutter dynamic pressure was 29%. The analyt-
ical and test results related to the test tequence are documented in an AGARD report (Reference 1).

The experience gained in the above-mentioned wind tunnel tests pointed the way to further improve-
ments that could be made in the flutter suppression system and the test apparatus: 1) Augmenting and
upgrading the mechanical and electrical components, 2) designing mot. complex control laws with the
goal of a demonstrated improvement of 70% in the flutter dynamic pressure, and 3) using the Hewlett-
Packard 5451C Fourier Analyzer to monitor the control law performance and to point out ways they can
be improved.

In order to concentrate the new test effort on flutter control law development and suppression system
performance, a single test configuration was selected which featured the above-mentioned severe flutter
condition. In addition to Northrop-developed control laws, three control laws were supplied by European
countries at the invitation of the U.S. Air Force. The international contributors were British Aerospace, *
F'BB, and ONERA. These control laws were interpreted, mechanized and integrated into the flutter sup-
pression electronics console at Northrop's Hawthorne facility prior to test entry.

The wind tunnel tests were performed in September-October 1979 at the NASA Langley Center Sixteen-
Foot Transonic Dynamics Tunnel. In addition to Northrop and AFFDL personnel, all European participants
were on-site to witness the tests and to suggest modifications to their control laws, as the need arose.
This paper describes the major features of the improved flutter suppression model, the test monitoring
techniques, and the analytical and experimental results of the newly-developed control laws. The control
laws developed by the European participants are presented separately by their originators.

THE REFURBISHED MODEL AND NEW INSTRUMENTATION FEATURES

The flutter suppression model is a 30% scale half span model mounted on a set of roll bars and stabi-
lized with forward and aft tension cables. Leading edge and trailing edge control surfaces are operated by
miniaturized hydraulic actuators. A detailed arrangement of the model is shown in Figure I with additional
information on the model given in References 1, 2.

The basic configuration adopted in the present test sequence is Configuration B of the previous test
sequence. It features an empty tip launcher rail and an AIM-iS missile attached to a pylon near tt will.;
tip (W.S. 60.75). As part of the refurbishing work, the leading edge and trailing edge surface hinge mech-

*anisms were completely redesigned to improve their ruggedness. The original angular potentiometer,. Jtathed
to the hinges were replaced with rotary variable differential transformers (RVTD's). The new desiqn with



RVDT's achieved a more reliable surface position sensing. It also featured new surface-to-actuator-shaft
attachments for improved reliability and interchangeability.

Four (4) Sundstrand accelerometers were installed in the wing sections to serve as the sensors
for flutter suppression. The sensors, identified as aI through a4, were installed in the following
locations:

Accelerometer No. 1 (a,) W.S. 51.45 F.S. 145.18 (25%c)

Accelerometer No. 2 (a2 ) W.S. 9;1.45 F.S. 158.00 (76%c)

Accelerometer No. 3 (a3 ) W.S. 60.75 F.S. 148.56 (25%c)

Accelerometer No. 4 (a4 ) W.S. 60.75 F.S. 157.47 (70tc)

The approximate locations of these sensors are indicated in Figure 1. Additional model instrumen-
tation included wing and horizontal tail moment strain gages, the control surface servo inputs, and the
angular position potentiometers mentioned above. For the new test sequence, additional wiring and tub-
ing were installed to accommodate the wing and tail moment gage bridges and the instrumentation of the
AIM-7S store functioning as the flutter stopper.

The control console panel was modified to acconmodate additional required controls and indicators.
The existing patch boards were reorganized and the control console was rewired to accommodate new control
laws developed at Northrop and by European country participants. Additionally, in order to improve the
actuator response, a new hydraulic power unit was acquired to supply fluid at the rate of 1.6 gallons per
minute at a pressure of 2000 psi.

Remote control of the hydraulic power unit was added to the console to provide for start/stop and
bypass control of this unit from the wind tunnel control room.

THE FLUTTER DETECTOR AND THE FLUTTER STOPPER

Two pieces of hardware were added to the flutter suppression system in order to protect the model in
case of an unexpected flutter occurrence. The first of these was a flutter detector which was designed to
indicate when a flutter condition existed, while the second device was a "flutter stopper" which featured
a mass inside the AIM-7S store that could be fired ahead rapidly to interrupt the flutter condition once
it was identified by the flutter detector. Separate bays in the control console monitored and controlled
the performance of the flutter detector and the flutter stopper.

The flutter detector has a number of electronic circuits which sense when the amplitude of the in-
put signals from the model are equal to or above a preset level. A digital counter counts the number of
pulses detected. A triggering signal is generated when a preset number of pulses are accumulated by the
detector. To prevent false triggering due to spurious noise signals, the pulse counter is reset to zero
if a certain time lapse occurs between consecutive pulses. In wind tunnel tests, when the trigger condi-
tions are met, the triggering signal may be applied to activate the flutter stopper and to operate the
tunnel flow bypass valves. Figure 2 is a block diagram showing the basic operation of the flutter detec-
tor. Figure 3 is the oscillograph record of a number of the responses of the YF-17 model instruments
acquired in the wind tunnel when a moderate flutter condition was encountered. The time traces read
from left to right, with all transducers and scales identified at the left side of the figure. The top
trace of the figure shows the trigger signal, which appeared only after the winq bending and torsion
bridge gages experienced a number of high stress cycles. Prior to that time, the stress cycles with a
moderate amplitude were ignored by the flutter detector.

A scale model of the AIM-IS Sparrow store was designed to function as the flutter stopper. The new
store featured a spring-loaded movable mass (weight = 3 pounds). In the normal latched position, the
store model has the same c.g. location and mass inertia in pitch and yaw as the store used in the previous
tests (Reference 1). In case of severe flutter, the mass can be released by a solenoid mechanism, which
allows the mass to move forward inside the store housing for a maximum distance of 10 inches in approxi-
mately t. second. The store with the changed c.g. location was designed to disrupt and stop the flutter
condition of Configuration B. When the movable mass is in the forward position, it can be reset remotely
to any desired latched position along the ID-inch travel distance. The reset is executed through the
operation of a gear motor and bail-nut assembly. A linear potentiometer with a contact point on the
movable mass indicates the instantaneous mass location inside the flutter stopper. A sectional drawing
showing the flutter stopper/guide rail asseibly is given in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the details of the
assembly inside the store.

Flutter analyses of the model weye performed when the mass was in the normal and deployed positions.
Figure 6 shows the results of these analyses. It indicates that the flutter stopper can increase the
miodel flutter speed quite significantly. Two different curves are shown for the deployed result. In one,
the analysis was performed without any modification to the analytical data, while in the other, the bend-
ing and torsion frequencies for the system with the mass deployed were acquired in a ground vibration test
and input to override the analytically-obtained frequencies. It is seen that the increase in flutter
speed with the measured frequencies is less beneficial than with the purely analytical result. Neverthe-
less, both results provide for a satisfactory pr.ssure margin in flutter dynamics. The effectiveness of
the flutter stopper was later confirmed in the wind tunnel entry.

NORTHROP CONTROL LAW DEFINITION AND ANALYSIS

In order to establish accurate open loop air(raft transfer functions as a basis for new control law
development and to make use of the previous wind tunnel test data, a new flutter analysis was performed on
the YF-17 flutter suppression model. Simultaneously, a (round vibratI on teJst was p.rfonmed at the
Hawthorne facility. Durinq the test, the tunnel supportinq system used for the YF-I7 model was dupli(ated
to the extent possible. Table I pre,,ents a (oripari ,on aiont the natural vibrat ion frerjuen( ies s aurcd
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previously in the ground vibration tests at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and at the Hawthorne facility,
and those computed in the present analysis. This analysis differs slightly from the final analysis pre-
sented in Appendix A of Reference I in that the stiffnesses used in that analysis had been arbitrarily
reduced slightly in order to match the test results. It is seen that the present analysis shows a
reasonable correlation with the test results.

TABLE 1. NATURAL VIBRATION FREQUENCIES (IN Hz) OBTAINED IN THE GROUND VIBRA-
TION TESTS COMPARED WITH ANALYTICAL RESULTS, CONFIGURATION B.

MODE AFFDL GVT HAWTHORNE GVT TUNNEL GVT ANALYSIS

1 4.80 4.44 4.40 4.63

2 7.40 7.10 7.40 7.19

3 12.80 12.31 12.20 13.40

4 14.20 14.23 14.00 14.88

5 19.00 18.66 19.40 19.14

A study was performed to determine the level of refinement necessary in the wing paneling for
unsteady aerodynamic forces in order to obtain a converged solution. Special attention was given to the
proper paneling of the two control surfaces used in flutter suppression. Based on this study, a panel
scheme using 195 boxes on the wing surface was selected for the analysis. The new analysis for Configura-
tion B resulted in a matched point dynamic pressure of 84 psf at M = 0.80 (see Figure 6). The flutter
frequency at the match point is 6.0 Hz.

Once confidence in the open loop analysis had been attained, the construction of new control laws
could proceed. Figure 7 is a representative block diagram of the new control laws. In the figure, 00 1 and
002 are two model response outputs (e.g., the angular and vertical accelerations derived from the
outboard sensor pair) which are filtered, blended and then fed back to one of the control surfaces. G1 and
G2 are aircraft transfer functions that related model response to the command to the control surface
actuators. The rl terms represent response to noise sources, primarily the tunnel turbulence. The Fi terms
are pseudo-integrators which convert the accelerometer outputs to responses which approximate velocity and
displacement signals. The "pseudo" designation is used because the integrators are of the form 1/(s+a)
where "a" is a constant useo to prevent steady state drift. The Ri components are gain settings which con-
trol the relative amplitudes of the velocity and displacement signals, with the R5 term controlling the
overall gain. The H block is a series of filters which act together as a bandpass to limit the amount of
signal which is fed back at frequencies removed from the flutter frequency.

A synthesis procedure (Reference 3) was applied to determine the constants R, through R4 . Alto-
gether, four control laws were organized by Northrop and tested in the wind tunnel. They are identified as
control laws NI, N3, N3T and N3P. The control surfaces and the accelerometers used by each of these con-
trol laws and the control laws contributed by the European countries are identified in Table 2.

TABLE 2. CONTROL LAWS FOR THE FLUTTER SUPPRESSION MODEL

CONTROL SURFACE ACCELEROMETERSCONTROL RESPONSIBLE ___

LAW ORGANIZATION LEADING TRAILING
EDGE EDGE al a2 '3 a4

NI Northrop X X X

N3 ' X X X X

N3T " X X X X

N3P " X X X X X

BAE British Aero- X X X
space

MBB Messerschmitt- X X X X
Bolkow-Blrhm

ON ONERA X X

The block diagrams of the four Northrop control laws are shown in Figures 8 through 11.

Pretest analyses were performed on all Northrop control laws, with some additional analyses made at
Hawthorne while the test was in progress at the NASA Langley TDT facility. Figures 12 through 15 present
analytical data for the four Northrop control laws. Figure 12 is a plot of the stability behavior of the
open loop system and of Control Law NI at M = 0.80 using dynamic pressure Q as a parameter. The data were
acquired by the characteristic diagram method. Figures 13 a, b are the open loop Nyquist plots of Control
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Law N3 at two dynamic pressures. Based on Nyquist data of this type, the system gain and phase margins
were established as a function of the dynamic pressure. Figures 14 a, b are similar open loop Nyquist
plots for Control Law N3T. The data indicated the N3T Control Law was substantially less effective than
Law N3. This point was confirmed in the wind tunnel tests and is discussed later in the paper. Control
Law N3P used both the leading and trailing edge control surfaces and is simply a superposition of the N3
and N3T control laws. The stability plot of this law, based on the characteristic diagrams method, is
shown in Figure 15.

CON4TRIBUTED CONTROL LAWS

As mentioned in the previous section, three (3) control laws were contributed by three separate
European country participants: The British Aerospace Corporation, MBB and ONERA. The control laws are
identified by the letters BAE, MBB and ON, respectively (see Table 2). The block diagrams representing
the three control laws are given in Figure 16 through 18. As can be readily observed, even though they
were designed to suppress a single flutter condition, the control laws feature a great diversity in their
basic organizations and in the transducers and control surface(s) they used.

TEST MONITORING TECHNIQUES

An important aspect of the project was the development of procedures that monitored and directed the
wind tunnel test program. Prior to the test entry, monitoring programs were developed on the Hewlett-
Packard 5451C Fourier Analyzer. Actual servo hardware and an analog simulation of the YF-17 model were I?
used to try out and debug the monitoring programs. In this section, some key monitoring programs used
in the tunnel entry are described.

Nyquist Plot

A key monitoring program was developed to extract the open loop transfer function of the aircraft
flutter suppression system when the cntrol loop was closed. The following sketch defines the terminology
that is used in the discussion.

6 IN,LE G

where

GA = actuator and servo transfer function

G - open loop transfer function of the aircraft

H - transfer function of the fepdhack loop

A further term is Gc = the closed loop transfer function:

6 = GAG (I)

The Nyquist criterion required a plot of GAGH. The assumption for developing the test monitoring
technique was that it should be possible to make a relatively accurate measurement of Gc but that a direct
measurement of G would be difficult since it would require the measurement of a mode that was suppressed
and because noise would contaminate a measurement made inside the loop. The alternative was to extract G
from the measured values of Gc, GA and H. (The latter two transfer functions could be measured very well
with the loop open.) The open loop transfer function was then obtained from Equation 1:

GG A =G - (2)

The Nyquist diagram could then be calculated directly.

The above example illustrates the case involving a single feedback signal. For a multiple sensor
system, reference is made to a typical flutter suppression control law as shown in Figure 7. In the
figure, the Fi's and H are compensation filters, while the Ri's are potentiometer settings. In this case,
the measurements are made of GIc and G2c, which are 601/6c and 002/6c, respectively. The open loop trans-
fer functions G, and G2 are then:

G~ G lc
6 = l- R5H [Glc (Rl F1 + R2 F2) + G2c (R3 F3 

+ R4 F4)l (3)

G 1- G2 .c
2 1 R5H IGIc (RI F1 + R2 F2) + G2c (R3 F3 + R4 F4)l (4)

Once the open loop transfer functions have been computed, it is possible to construct the open loop
Nyquist plot. The formula for the Nyquist function is:

N = R5H [G1 (R1 F1 + R2 F2 ) + G2 (R3 F3 + R4 F4 )] (5)



The application of the Nyquist plot technique in actual wind tunnel test will be illustrated
later in the section dealing with Experimental Results.

The measurement of the closed loop transfer functions required that some type of excitation be
applied at the Sc point of Figure 7. During the simulation work carried out at Hawthorne, as well as
during the later wind tunnel test, the excitation utilized was a random transient that was generated
by the Fourier Analyzer. This was a random noise signal that was set to zero in the last 25 percent
of the sample period. This made the response to the excitation die out in the sample period (i.e., it
was periodic in the "window") and fast Fourier transform techniques were valid. Four thousand samples
were taken for every sample period at a rate of 200 samples/sec. for a total of 20 seconds per period.
The maximum frequency measured with this setup was 100 Hz. The number of averages used varied depend-
ing on the number required to give an adequate signal to noise response. In later wind tunnel tests,
a minimum of six (6) ensemble averages were used.

Smoothing of Transfer Functions

Another test monitoring program dealt with the smoothing of frequency domain signals such as aircraft
transfer functions. Because of the substantial level of turbulence in the tunnel, the response signal to
noise ratios are such that key modal informnation may be masked by the superimposed noise. In order to
reduce the noise effect, smoothing techniques were applied to the measured or processed transfer functions.
Methods of smoothing entail performing a Fourier transform on the transfer function to obtain the impluse
response of the system. It is assumed that all the response after a certain time in this record is uncor-
related with the input excitation. A simple means of removing this repsonse is to apply a rectangular
window to the impulse response that zeroes out all response after a certain time.

When this truncated response is transformed back to the frequency domain, the resulting transfer
function is considerably cleaner, but retains all the key modal information.

A criticism of this "rectangular" window is that it creates a high frequency signal that is superim-
posed on the transfer function. This behavior can be eliminated if a different type of window, the
exponential window, is applied to the impulse response.

A drawback of an exponential window is that it affects the estimated damping. Reference 4 shows
that if this window is applied to a sinqle degree of freedom transfer function, the damping is modified
according to the formula:

c,/c = c/c + 2- (6)

Where c'/c0 is the damping obtained from the smoothed transfer function, c/c0 is the actual damping,
Yt is the decay constant in the exponential window and wn is the natural frequency of interest. If the
window is applied n times, the correction term is also increased by a factor of 'n'. Although this does
not appear to be a~major correction, it was decided to avoid this complication and use the rectangular
window.

Peak-Hold Damping Trend

[he peak-hold spectrum method provides Fourier transformed measurements of the model responses, fil-
tered through 250 narrow-band circuits. The peak response within each interval is registered on a screen
until the peak amplitudes are stabilized. The damping of a resonant mode is proportional to the inverse
of the peak amplitude at that mode frequency. The damping trend data can be extrapolated as the dynamic
pressure Q is increased to determine the projected flutter dynamic pressure for either a controlled or
uncontrolled system. Because of the simplicity of the approach in that knowledge of the excitation is
not required, the method was used extensively in the tunnel test to determine the control system effec-
tiveness and, with the assistance of other monitoring programs, to revise the tunnel test strategy.

Other monitoring programs developed for the wind tunnel tests included the determination of new
feedback constants to cause a moderate phase shift of the feedback signal, and an optimization program
to improve the control signal while the test was in progress. Additionally, open and closed loop trans-
fer function acquisition, as well as other processing techniques, were applied to the real time data
recorded on a 14 channel FM tape system. A substantial portion of the results presented in the following
section was generated from the FM tape data.

EXPER IMENTAL RESULTS

Peak-Hold Damping Data

After setting up the flutter suppression model in the NASA Langley TOT facility and performing a sim-
ple ground vibration test, actual wind-on tests were initiated in early October and lasted 15 working
days. Altogether, 27 runs were made consisting of 511 test points. The key results for the uncontrolled
flutter model and for the model with various control laws are surmmarized in Figures 19 through 26 in the
form of peak-hold damping trend plots. The plots were based on the signals from the wing torsion moment
strain gage.

Referring to Figure 19, the damping trend indicated a projected open loop flutter dynamic pressure of
75 psf. This result was confirmed by two other methods. One method was based on the Nyquist criteria
using open loop data extracted from the closed loop transfer functions as explained in the previous sec-
tion on Test Monitoring Technqiues. The other was the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) method based on
the extrapolation of the two natural modes in flutter. Experimental results throughout the test period
showed a consistent flutter dynamic pressure of 75 psf. Post processing with the HP modal analysis indi-

cated a flutter dynamic pressure of 74 psf. This was in contrast to the predicted analytical result of
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84 psf, and the experimental results of 83.5 psf acquired in 1977. It is difficult to deterrine the pre-
cise cause of the deviation in the flutter dynamic pressures. The most probable cause was that the model
dynamic behavior was sensitive to the constraints on the half fuselage. The constraints were caused by
the supporting system which was somewhat redundant. Any slight misalignment could influence the natural
frequency modes in a subtle manner, which in turn could affect the flutter dynamic pressure. Another fac-
tor which could affect the analytical results were the deviations in physical data of the AIM-7S Store.
After test, slight deviations were discovered of the new store mass, c.g. and pitch inertia properties.
Using the corrected data, the flutter dynamic pressure was dropped from 84 psf to 80 psf. During the test
entry, because of test time limitations, and in view of the consistent experimental results, it was decided
to bypass this problem and to use a dynamic pressure ratio, (Q/Qf), for evaluation purpose when analytical
and experimental data were compared.

Figures 20 through 26 show that all the control laws were effective in suppressing the flutter condi-
tion. On the figures, the symbols indicate actual data points while the straight lines are projections
obtained from a linear regression of the data points.

RMS Response Data

The FM tape data was processed to calculate power spectra information for the majority of the test
points where peak hold information was taken. The purpose of this analysis was to provide a more quantita-
tive comparison of the various control laws. It also provides insight into the model behavior and into
subjective criteria that were used to guide the conduct of the test.

For the leading edge control laws, Table 3 presents RMS values for the leading edge control surface
position and the wing root bending and torsion strain gage data. The results are presented in two fre-
quency ranges, allowing for the distinction between the lower frequency response associated with the open
loop flutter mode and those responses associated with higher frequencies. The first row in Table 3 gives
the responses at the highest open loop dynamic pressure at which the model was tested. A careful examina-
tion of the data in this table reveals some of the subtleties of the various control laws. For instance,
it is seen that the NI and the BAE control laws did a better job of suppressing the flutter mode than the
N3 law, but that the N3 law had considerably less response in the 10-20 Hz range than the aforementioned
laws. Figures 27-29 give the power spectral responses of the leading edge surface position for the three
control laws and make this point even more clearly. A final point from Table 3 is that the open loop
response of Test Point 64 is quite high and, in fact, indicates that this was not a prudent condition at
which to be testing.

Figures 30 and 31 compare the PSD's of the wing torsion gage for the uncontrolled case of Test Point
64 with the controlled case at a dynamic pressure that is 75% higher. Note that there is 20 db magnitude
difference in the scales of the two figures. The uncontrolled PSD is dominated by the response at 6 Hz,
while for the controlled case, the 6 Hz mode is suppressed so well that higher frequency modes dominate
the response.

TABLE 3. RMS RESPONSE DATA OF THE YF-17 MODEL FOR VARIOUS LEADING EDGE CONTROL LAWS.

LEADING EDGE POSI- WING BENDING MOMENT WING TORSION MOMENT

CONTROL LAW Q TEST TION (DEGREES) (IN-LBS) (IN-LBS)
(PSF) POINT 0-10 Hz 0-20 Hz 0-10 Hz 0-20 Hz 0-10 Hz 0-20 Hz

None 73 64 - - 41.4 49.8 42.7 44.1

Ni 98 97 .52 .86 29.9 51.0 8.3 22.1

N3 101 124 .63 .69 37.6 50.2 11.7 17.7

BAE 105 201 .61 .96 29.9 41.6 8.3 22.6

ON 100 471 .96 .96 62.0 70.1 16.5 22.6

Ni 128 104 .70 1.10 41.7 61.0 9.0 28.6

N3 128 127 .87 .97 49.5 66.2 12.5 22.1

BAE 129 211 .71 1.13 37.3 51.5 9.6 27.7

Table 4 shows RMS data for the trailing edge control laws, and the N3P law, which used both control
surfaces. The trailing edge laws are seen to have required less control activity, but they were not able
to demonstrate as much of an improvement in dynamic pressure as the leading edge laws. Transfer function
data tend to indicate that the trailing edge laws were characterized by low phase margins, making them
sensitive to small changes in the feedback law or the tunnel condition.

The N3P control law performed well, particularly when it is considered that no attempt was made to
improve upon the law during the tunnel test. The leading edge RMS response for this law is given in Table4where
it is seen to be considerablylessthan foranyof the single surface laws at an equivalent test condition. Figure
32 shows the PSD of this response which, when compared with Figures 27 and 28, shows that the peak ampli-
tudes are much less for the N3P law, although there is response over a broader frequency range.

Unfortunately, trailing edge data was not recorded onto FM tape for the N3P law, but the impression
formed during the test was that the trailing edge amplitude was less during the test of the N3P law than
it was for any of the trailing edge laws performing alone.
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TABLE 4. RMS RESPONSE DATA OF THE FLUTTER SUPPRESSION MODEL FOR VARIOUS TRAILING EDGE CONTROL LAWS AND THE N3P LAW.

CONTROL SURFACE WING BENDING MOMENT WING TORSION MOMENT

CONTROL LAW Q TEST INPUT (DEGREES) (IN-LBS) (IN-LBS)
(F) PIT 0-10 Hz 0-20 Hz 0-10 Hz 0-20 liz 0-10 Hz 0-20 Hz

N3T 96 249 .32 .34 28.2 39.0 26.2 29.8

MBB 99 356 .24 .25 45.0 53.0 28.0 30.2

N3P 128 N3P .52 .66 42.0 59.0 18.0 26.9

A final comment is that the PSD responses measured from the FM tape could have been measured equally
well during the wind tunnel test. This would have complemented the peak hold measurements that were used
to decide whether the test could proceed to higher dynamic pressures. The HP Fourier Analyzer has consid-
erable flexibility in terms of available displays and calculations it can perform. Data gathered during
the test could be stored on disk and recalled for display as needed, thereby centralizing and streamlining
the real time data gathering process.

Closed Loo Transfer Function Data of the YF-17 Model

During the wind tunnel tests, model transfer functions were acquired through control surface excita-
tion. The excitation of either the leading edge or tne trailing edge control surface was initiated by the

random DAC signal from the Hewlett-Packard Fourier Analyzer. The responses were measured by the accelerom- 7
eters and the wing root section strain gage bridges. The DAC and the response signals were recorded on the
FM tape for later processing. Simultaneously, selected transfer functions were created using six ensemble
averages of 20 seconds each during the tests and were stored in the Hewlett-Packard System Disc. The
transfer functions generated onsite were used to monitor the model behavior, and for a closed loop system,
to determine the effectiveness of the control law. To differentiate from the onsite generated transfer
functions, the transfer functions generated at Hawthorne based on the FM data (and using the same number
of ensemble averages) are called the post-test transfer functions. The transfer functions presented in
this section were acquired with Control Law N3P in operation, i.e., the control law using both the leading
and trailing edge control surfaces. The responses used in generating the transfer functions were the
acceleration differentials (a3 - al), (a4 - a3), as well as the wing root section bending moment and tor-
sional moment gages. These data corresponding to Q= 95 psf are presented in Figures 33 through 38.
Data in Figures 33 through 36 were generated onsite, while Figures 37 and 38 are data from post-test
processing.

Referring to the figures, the major response peaks below 20 Hz were higher using the trailing edge
surface than with the leading edge surface (by a factor of two or more). The difference is most prominent
for transfer functions involving (a3 - al). (Compare Figures 33, 35.) Also, the phasing signal is
substantially noisier when leading edge excitations are used.

The effect of increasing dynamic pressure Q for the same transfer function, is that the peak ampli-
tudes vary approximately with the dynamic pressure. (Data not presented in this paper.) For a set of
transfer functions, the changes of the phase signal corresponding to moderate Q changes (from 72 to 95 psf)
were barely noticeable.

An examination of the transfer functions for the wing bending moment and torsional moment gages
reveals generally similar patterns for both, some mixing of the actual bending and torsional sig-
nals by the strain gage bridges. As to be expected, the modal peaks in the 12-15 Hz range, corresponding
to the pylon-yaw/wing-bending mode, and the tail surface bending mode, were more prominent for the transfer
functions of the bending moment gage. (See Figure 37.)

Extraction of Open Looy Response

The need to smooth the measured model transfer functions prior to other processing was discussed pre-
viously. The noisiness of the transfer functions may be evidenced in the data presented in Figures 33
through 38. This subsection illustrates the extraction of the open loop transfer functions from the closed
loop transfer functions after they are smoothed through the use of the rectangular filters.

Closed loop transfer functions were acquired for Test Point 504 at M =0.80, Q = 95 psf, with Control
Law N3 in force. After smoothing, the results are given in Figures 39, 40. In order to extract the open
loop transfer functions for Nyquist criteria analysis, it is necessary to establish the feedback functions
FiH0i = 1,4) as shown in the block diagram of Figure 7. The four functions are presented in Figure 41,
while the Ri parameters for this case are, respectively, 0.365, 0.116, 0.351, 0.8217 and 0.750. Figures
42 and 43 show two open loop transfer functions that result when all these data are entered into Equations
3 and 4.

With the open loop transfer functions, it is possible to construct the open loop Nyguist plot from
which, for the case of i single control surface, the system gain and phase margins can be readily deter-
mined. The Nyguist function is generated according to Equation (5). For the case described above (Figures
39-43), the resulting Nyquist plot is shown in Figure 44. It is seen that the plot has the desirable
encirclement around the -1 point, indicating Control Law N3 at this test condition has large gain and phase
margins.

During the wind tunnel test, a number of Nyquist plots were acquired in the above described manner.
They were valuable in determining the margins of the control system, as well as in defining ways of
improving control laws.



Determination of System Frequencies and Dampings

The previous sub-sections describe how the measured transfer function data are prepared for identifi-
cation of the system frequency and damping parameters. The HP Fourier Analyzer has a modal analysis pack-
age (Reference 5) that is well suited for the identification task. One drawback of that system is that it
cannot identify modes that are negatively damped. Hewlett Packard has-provided Northrop with a modified
version of the system that does have a capability for identifying unstable modes.

Another complicating factor in the identification process is that, near the flutter point, there are
two lightly damped modes that are very close in frequency. This can confuse the identification system,
with significant user interaction required to obtain satisfactory results. With these qualifications,
Figure 45 shows open ioop frequency and damping estimates from the data gathered during Run #27 of the
tunnel test. Only the two lowest frequency modes, which represent most of the total flutter mechanism,
are shown. The dynamic pressure range is limited by the range over which it was prudent to excite the
model. The flutter Q is 74 psf for this case with a rapid crossing of the stability boundary.

Figure 46 compares the open loop result with those obtained when Control Law N3 (see Table 2) was
used. It is seen that over the range measured, the system remains very stable and in fact it is impos-
sible to project a closed loop flutter speed. The comparison of the open and closed loop frequencies
shows that the modes remain well separated when the control law is in force.

Figure 47 shows a similar comparison for Control Law N3T, a trailing edge law. No closed loop data
are available for this control law above 80 psf, but the implication is that while this system is still
stable, it does not' perform as well as the N3 law.

Finally, Figure 48 shows the results when the N3 and N3T laws are engaged simultaneously. This is
designated the N3P law, and it is seen that this law gives the best stability characteristics. In fact
the modal damping is so high that identification is considerably less precise for this case.

COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EMPIRICAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

The development of the control laws relied upon the analytically derived transfer functions that
relate the accelerometer responses to the control surface inputs. It is of interest, therefore, to see
how closely transfer functions measured in the tunnel compare with the analytical ones. A confounding
factor is that the measured open loop flutter dynamic pressure was approximately 12% lower than the pre-
dicted flutter dynamic pressure, a fact mentioned previously in the paper. The results given below are,
therefore, presented as a function of Q/Qf, where Q is the dynamic pressure at which the transfer function
is presented and Qf is the open loop flutter dynamic pressure (predicted or measured, depending on the
context).

Figures 49, 50 present the comparison between the measured and analytical open loop transfer func-
tions of the (a3 -.a,) response due to the leading edge input. The comparison was made at a (QfQ;r) ratio
of approximately 1.30. The experimental open loop data were extracted from the closed loop transfer func-
tion data acquired at Test Point 504 when Control Law N3 was applied. The plots are in polar form, allow-
ing a simultaneous comparison of magnitude and phase information. The numbers on the figure correspond to
frequencies in Hertz. It is seen that there is a good agreement between the two plots in both magnitude
and phase. When one considers that the magnitude and phase information is influenced by mess, stiffness,
aerodynamic and control surface factors, the comparison is all the more impressive. The agreement appears
to deteriorate as the frequency increases, but a qualitative resemblance remains.

Figures 51, 52 show a similar comparison for the (a4 - a3) response due to the leading edge control
surface input. The comparison is seen to be very good for the lower frequency modes but the higher modes
have a measured phase that is 900 ahead of the analytically predicted phase. The magnitudes are seen to

compare quite well.
The preceding four figures dealt with responses to the leading edge control surface. If responses to

the trailing edge control are examined, the comparison between analytical and empirical results is not as
good. Figures 53, 54 make this comparison for (a3 - a,) under trailing edge excitation at Q/Qf = 1.07.
For this transfer function, the measured phase of the flutter mode is approximately 450 ahead of the
analytical one. The highier modes differ considerably in magnitude. The analytical mode at 17 Hz does not
appear in the experimental result because the higher modes have been removed for the sake of clarity.

The comparisons presented here serve to explain -number of events that occurred during the course of
the tunnel test. The most significant observation is Ltat the close agreement between the analytical and
the measured results for the leading edge case explains why the leading edge laws performed as well as
they did. During the test, the only changes that were required in the analytically derived control laws
were increases in the overall gain levels by small amounts.

The empirical data also explains why the Ni and BAE control laws had difficulty with a 13 Hz mode.
The indication is that the analytical phase information for this mode was in error to the extent that
these control laws were driving this mode. Further study is required to determine why the N3 law did not
have this difficulty.

The primary conclusion from the trailing edge data is that there are significant discrepancies
between the measured and analytical results. The least squares synthesis procedure was applied during the
test program to modify the analytically derived N3T law, with the altered control law showing some
improvement.



Both the analytical and the experimental data indicate why there has been difficulty in making the
trailing edge surface an effective controller. At a dynamic pressure which is 7 percent above the open
loop flutter speed, Figures 53, 54 show that there is a relatively small phase range in the flutter loop.
Additional investigation shows this situation worsens as the dynamic pressure increases, and that there
may be problems with higher modes.

Detailed examination of the trailing edge data indicates that the inability to accurately predict
the analytical response, coupled with the apparently non-optimal sensor selection, combined to make
trailing edge control difficult. This is unfortunate since the tunnel tests indicated that this surface
is quite powerful in the sense that it creates strong responses for relatively small surface motions.
However, based on the experiences gained in the wind tunnel entry, it is now possible to organize new
sensor combinations, or to define a new trailing edge surface, for the purpose of implementing trailing
edge control laws and achieving effective flutter suppression.

CONCLUSIONS

Aircraft active wing/store flutter suppression has drawn substantial interest in the technical com-
munity dealing with aeroelastic problems. In concentrating on one severe flutter condition of the fighter
aircraft model, it was possible to draw on the talents from two continents to organize control laws and
test them in one facility. The differences in background and flutter control philosophy of the contribu-
tors are clearly reflected in the diversified control laws submitted for experimentation. It is, there-
fore, all the more gratifying that in the final test, all the control laws succeeded in serving their
intended functions as visualized by their originators.

The wind tunnel test demonstrated a number of mnilestones. which are listed below:

- Applying a number of control laws to a severe flutter condition at M = 0.80, the model was tested
at Q/Qf 1.70, indicating a flutter speed improvement of approximately 30%. For one control law,
a peak-hold damping prediction, substantiated by other appraisals of the test data, indicated a
potential for the control law to reach a dynamic pressure 131% above the open loop flutterr-
dynamic pressure.

- The ability to switch from one control law to another at Q/cQf = 1.40 was demonstrated. This
feature is significant in future adaptive flutter control, where control law changes at super-
critical speeds are necessary.

- The ability to switch from a leading edge control law to a trailing edge control law, and vice
versa, was also demonstrated.

- Test monitoring programs were developed to closely monitor the flutter control system behavior
in the wind tunnel. Using the programs, a control law was monitored and improved by a moderate
amount at the test site. Phase adjustments were accomplished by changing the control law
constants, paving the way for future mechanization of control laws using digital computers.

As described in the paper, post analysis of the test data indicated additional potential for the flut-
ter suppression system, as well as shortcomings which can be corrected in the future. For instance, the
trailing edge control laws may be improved through sensor location optimization to expand the phase mar-
gins. The control law using two surfaces yielded experimental data which may be applied to investigate
the unsteady aerodynamic intercoupling effect, etc. Additional processing of the test data will be
continued and reported.

The consistent performance of the active flutter suppression systems reinforces our confidence in the
approach. Another technical step ahead involves the development of adaptive control laws for flutter sup-
pression. The adaptive system is needed to deal with the varying wing/store configurations, or flight
conditions, or both. With the advancement in digital computers and integrated aircraft control system,
and through the concerted effort of the technical community, it is our vision that working flutter sup-
pression systems will eventually be incorporated in modern combat aircraft.
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Figure 4. The Flutter Stopper Assembly in the Sparrow Missile.
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Figure 13. Open Loop Nyquist Plots of the YF-17 Model
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Figure 14. Open Loop Nyquist Plots of the YF-17 Model
With Control Law (N3T), K = 1.00.
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Figure 19. Damping Trend of the YF-17 Flutter Suppression Model - Open Loop
M = 0.80.
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Figure 21. Damping Trend of the Northrop Three Transducer Control
Law - N3 (TP 117-127).
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Figure 23. Damping Trend of the Northrop Two Surface Control Law - N3P (TP 487-508).
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Figure 24. Damping Trend of the British Control Law, BAE (TP 180-212).
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Figure 25. Damping Trend of the German Control Law - MBB (TP 338-356).
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Figure 42. Extracted Open Loop Transfer Func-
tion (a3 -a,) Versus the Leading
Edge Control Surface Input 6 1NLE.
M = 0.8, Q = 95 psf.
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Figure 43. Extracted Open Transfer Function {*'(a,- a,) Versus the Leading Edge

Control Surface Input 61N,LE" Figure 45. Open Loop Flutter Results from theM = 0.8, Q = 95 psf. Wind Tunnel Test.
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SUMMARY

Control laws were calculated, using optimal control theory, to suppress an explosive
wing-store flutter case on a YF-17 dynamically scaled model. The trailing edge flap was
used for flutter suppression because usually hydraulically driven ailerons are available
in modern fighters. The design aim of 1.5 times the flutter dynamic pressure could be
demonstrated during the wind tunnel test. It should be emphasized that no changes to the
analytically developped control law were neccessary in the test which proves that theory
has well advanced during the last years.

INTRODUCTION

In addition to the joint F4 flutter suppression program of the U.S. Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory and the MBB-Airplane Division Control Laws were calculated by MBB for
active control of an explosive wing store flutter case. These control laws were imple-
mented into a dynamically scaled model of the YF-17 aircraft by the Northrop Corporation
Aircraft Group and tested in the 16 ft Freon Wind Tunnel of the NASA Langley Research
Center. Design aim was to reach 1.5 the flutter dynamic pressure with the control system
on. This goal could be fulfilled but the necessary safety margins could not be met. An
improved system was laid out afterwards analytically which would meet the required mar-
gins. Since good correlation of test results with the first set of control laws was found
it is believed that the improved system would also behave as predicted in the wind tunnel.
The work performed by MBB during this program was sponsored by the ZTL-Research Program
of the German Ministry of Defense. The wind tunnel program was procured by the AFFDL.

A complete description of the whole program which involved the cooperation of several
countries is yiven in /l/.

1. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The flutter model used is a 30% scale half model of the YF-17 with an empty tip laun-
cher rail and an AIM-75 missile attached to a pylon. A picture of the model is presented
in Fig. 1. The model was equipped with a hydraulically driven leading edge and trailing
edge flap and three accelerometers which provided the feedback signals for our control
laws. The actuator transfer function is shown in Fig.2 . A ground resonance test was per-
formed on the model with the tunnel support conditions simulated /2/. Fig. 3 presents
the measured mode shapes of Mode I to Mode IV. The flutter calculation in Fig. 4 shows
classical wing bending (Mode I) - wing torsion (Mode II) flutter. It can also be seen
in this figure that the system reduced to a binary system behaves almost identical which
is very useful for applying optimal control theory with complete state vector feedback.
All control laws were laid out considering Mode I and Mode II only.

2. ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Unsteady Aerodynamic Forces

Unsteady aerodynamic forces were performed using eight measured vibration modes of the
model. The rigid body modes were neqlected. For the unsteady aerodynamic forces the fol-
lowing simplifications were made.

It was assumed that the aerodynamic forces of the tailplane have no influence on
the wing flutter mechanism. Therefore only the wing aerodynamic unsteady forces
were introduced into the calculation.

The lift of the missile body and the missile-wing interference were neglected.

The unsteady wing aerodynamic forces were calculated for the eight measured e4

of the model by the doublet lattice method /3/ and by the lifting surface method

The flutter calculation was performed at Ma = 0.8. Results for the eight degrees eC
freedom system are given in Fig. 4.



Because theory overpredicts control surface unsteady airforces the trailing edge
lift coefficient was multiplied with a factor of 0.7. There are several unsteady pres-
sure distribution measurements in the transonic regime which prove this correction /5/,
/6/.

Control Law Definition

The technical approach to find the control law is described in /7/.

To get the optimal control law kopt the quadratic performance criterion is minimized

0

Q is a weighting matrix found by trial and error by using a screen together with the
computer. R is a scalar, to be selected, because there is only one control surface. X is
the state vector and Xi is the actuator input signal.

Minimizing (J) leads to the optimal control laws

with

where P is the steady state solution of the Matrix Riccati equation

1 'kl 14 "

Because there is no direct access to the state vector x, linear combinations of the
sensor outputs can be used to get the state terms

= rc txt

where y is the sensor output and C a transformation matrix.

The following sketch shows the block diagram for this model.

A PLAN[ DYNAMIC5

The control vector Km related to the measured vector y can be defined by the inverse
transformation matrix C-i

jK Kj, rcl

No problem arises to perform equation aho)ve if the complete state vector is fed back thus
leading to a quadratic form of the transformation matrix C.

The flutter case can be described by two modes

first wing bending 11

first wing torsion + stoLC pitch q.

These modes can be measured by three accelerometers on the wing. For the realization
of the control law it was found that contribotion of the states related to the aileron is
small and therefore no feed back of those states Is necessary.

The block diagram of the cont'-1 law realized for tunnel testing is shown in Fig. 5.
The factors ke, Kb are related to the wing torsion and Kt , K are related to the wing
bending. It was also possible to change the total iain and the total phase of the actu-

Aator input signal X i.



The control law was found by using only two generalized coordinates (wing bending-
wing torsion) as feedback. When the total vibration system is used then there is always
the possibility that adverse signals are picked up because the measured vector contains
contributions from all modes. A flutter calculation plot is presented in Fig. 6 which
shows that Mode IV (fuselage first bending, Fig. 3) becomes unstable. There is consider-
able motion of the outer wing on this mode. The Nyquist plot Of Fig. 7 shows a perfect
circle for the torsion mode with sufficient gain and phase margin (6 db + 600). It also
shows a mode at about 12.Bflz(Mode IV) to be unstable because the point -1 s encircled
from the left side. The bandpass filter of Fig. 8 was incorporated. The effect of this
filterwas compensated only at 6 Hz 4jy shifting the control law forward about 80* (which *

means just other factors for K0, K , KE), K& of Fig. 5) .

A Nyquist plot for this new control law is presented in Fig. 9 which shows Mode IV
to be stable but the circle at 6 Hz is deteriorated (there is less phase margin now!).
An adverse behaviour of this control law is also shown in the v-g plot of Fig. 10. The
flutter speed is reduced about 10 kts (compared to Fig. 6) and the damping behaviour is
much more explosive because now the bending mode is fluttering.

3. WIND TUNNEL TEST RESULTS

The peak hold spectrum method was extensively used to find the model flutter speeds
with and without flutter control. The method provides power spectrum density values for _
different signals. The input signal is wind tunnel noise.

Typical examples of this method are plotted in Fig. 11. The inverse of the amplitude
for the two peaks of Fig. 11 is plotted in Fig. 12 versus speed. The model flutters at
the speed where this value is zero. Fig. 11 indicates the same behaviour as shown in
the v-g plot of Fig. 10. Whereas the torsional mode is suppressed with increasing speed
the bending mode becomes unstable. Fig. 13 shows the model flutter speed versus total
gain of the flutter suppression system. From this figure it can be deduced that an in-
crease in gain above 0.7 increases the flutter speed very little and would only make the

systems very sensitive to disturbances. The phase margins of + 600 could not be fulfilled

with this control law whereas the 6 db gain margin can almost be met. *
Fig. 14 shows good correlation of test results with analytical predictions.

4. IMPROVED FLUTTER SUPPRESSION SYSTEM

After consideration of wind tunnel test results and a review of control law finding
procedures, two major deficiencies were found

the band pass filter used had large phase shifts in the range from 4 Hz to 8 Hz
(about 90* phase lag)

it was not included in the optimization procedure but just compensated for one
distinct frequency.

A band pass filter was designed which had almost the same attenuation behaviour as
the one used in the test, but had much less phase shift in the range 4 Hz to 8 Hz (about
20* phase lag). The filter behaviour is shown in Fig. 153.

The filter transfer function was multiplied with the actuator transfer function and
approximated at the design frequency. So the filter function was already included when
optimal control theory in' the time domain was applied and new control laws were found.

Analytical Results for the improved System

Having found the new control vector, a Nyquist diagram was made at the design speed
of 280 kts. This diagram (Fig. 16) shows now a perfect circle. The v-g plot of Fig. 17
also shows a much less critical damping behaviour (compared to Fig. 10). It is always
the torsion mode which becomes unstable.

Figures 18, 19, 20 show the results of sensitivity studies were the system total
gain and the phase shift of the actuator input signal were investigated. Again it is
proven that the best control law is the ono produced by applying optimal control theory
1K = 1 .0, (P = 0).

Fig. 18 shows a stable system with a flutter speed of 350 kts for K~ = I.). With a
6 db qain margin 300 kts flutter speed could be achieved which is above our design qioal.
The phase margins are still below the desired * 600 phase shifts as is presented in
Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. For an operational system-one would have to control the phase of
the total system very closely - pesiblY hymeans of self measuring and self adjustinq.
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RESUME
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INTRODUCTION

Dans le cadre d'un travail de coopgration entre U.S. Air Force et 3 pays europcens (Grande-
Bretagne, Allemagne FIOd~rale et France) ii a 6t6 d~cid6 qua chaque pays expdrimenterait une loi de contr~le
de flottement calcul~e par lui-m-eme et sppiiqu6e A une maquette dynaimiquemant semblable de 1savionYF17. line
charge en bout d'aile 6tait lest~e de fscqon fictive et permettait d'obtanir un flottement tr~s violent A
Mach 0,80 dans la soufflerie 16 pieds au frilon de is NASA A Langley Field.

La maquette et les essais 6taient sous la responsabilitg de is firma Northrop (Fig. 1).

Du c~ti6 frani~ais l'6tude s'est d~roul~e en trois phases:

a) Montrer que lion 6tait capable de prlvoir correctement le comportamant a~rodynamique de is
maquetta jusqu'au flottement sans contr~le.

b) DIterminer une lol de contr~ie jug~e valabla pour ce type de fiottement at is comparer avec
Les risultats explrimentaux.

c) Calculer une lol optimis~e A partir des donnldes alrodynamiques d~tarmin~es ec, a) et b).

a) (alcul de flottemant

Les calculs de flottement ont 61:6 effactu~s A Mach 0,80, qui 6tait le Mach choisi pour les assais.

Les hypothlses suivantes ont 6t6 introduites

*Les six premiers modes de is maquatte ont 6t6 considgrils (2 modes "rigides" de suspension,
translation at tangaga et 4 modes de deformation). La gamma de frlquence 6tudi~e s'6tendait da 0 2i 15 Hz.

* Lies I rt sa~rodynamiques instationnaires ont 6t calculles par une mlthode de doublets subso-
niques. Les surfaces consid~rges 6tant l'aile et lempannage horizontal. Aucune force n's 6t6 introduita
sur le pylone ou 1lengin AIM75,de la m~me fston las termes d'intaraction voiume/lcmpennsge at angin-

. L~e couplage eat principalement dti aux modes de flexion voilura et tangage engin qui induit une
t,,rsion sur l'aile.

. La figure 2 donna l'6volution des paramltres de frt6-quence at d'amortissement des difflrents
.modes en tonction de la densit6 du fluide dans la soufflerieasu frlon A Mach 0,80. 11 faut notar is tr~s
frte vxplusivit. du ph~nomine, c'est-A-dire is penta Lc(( do mode critique (ici le mnode di, tangua).

*les essais comparatifs qul soLt. portls sur is figure 3 montrent que,malgrC, quelquas difflrances
'lans las donn -es antra calculs at essais, lisilure du phfnomi ne at les ordres de grandeur sont bien pr~vus.

. Les amortissements et fr~quences ont fti d~termin~s exp~rimentalement. I partir de lenragistre-
mant des coucheqda- densitC, spectrale moyenn~es dursnt 30 sacondes an travaillant aver des spectres radon-
dants des ri.-ponses .3 la turbulence naturella da ls soufflerie.

. Diff~rents capteurs privil ,giant soit It, mode de flexion, soit le mode de tangage de l'engin,
unt eti utilis~s pour suivre Iltvolution de ca parametres.

Cette premi~re partie montrait qu en cc qui concerne lea forces airodynamiques instationnaires
sur I'aila, las hypothises faites 4 taient valahics, tout so moins au nombre de Mach M = 0,80.

Les 6quations du flottement a ecrive-nt en no.tatIon matricicile

uii Z (k) ast la mat rice dlimpi-dance du systime qoi s'6crit

w 2 + N) 1+ VI [A (k +.4-Z SW1

-lana une base da modes propras, JA- at Y(raspectivemant matrica des masses Pt des rigidit~s g~n
6
ralis.es)

si-t d isgonale C~k A ^ k a t 8(k) son t las part ies r~elles at imaginaires des forces airodynami Vs
iritat ionnaires diies a un mouvement de I 'aileron (C(I, -i un moovement de l'aile(A( k a t <)j

In enl tire q =4Z IcJ 1

a.t [i,/] I= I NZ C I

IA !, *t ,, i , i-s morde, propres sais vint ain I/'- . -i i ! # la Irand li 'il, r I IIt



En posant Z =IWj Iq I
on a : . 1. (k I(k

12 st is colonne des forces induites sur 1 'ale par la surface de contrthle, la partie a~rodynamique
de ces forces s' crit 1,1 [ 0 0 kdj CS clf C,1

C ( k K 0 C) C), Md

0 DI I 1 0 0 n, J L 0

La partie relative aux forces d'inertie de la gouverne a k6i ngglig6e apr ?s un calcul prtlimi-
nalre comparatif.

La function T(S) a &t6 calcul~e pour 200 valeurs de frOquence dans la gamme 0,20 Hz. Les forces
a~rodynamiques des fonictions A, Bi, C ont 6t interpol~es pour chaque fr~quence rdduite a partir du calcul
exact effectu6 pour 7 valeurs dlscr~tes de k (Lilnterpolation est du type paraholique)

KIb-

au snt lee amplitudes des dc~placements du point de la tranche dalle comportant la gouverne de
contr~le et situ6 au quart avant de celle-ci. Les dilplacements 6tant cousidlr~s dans lea six modes intro-
duits dans le calcul (sans vent).

6iabilsont lea dlplacements du point de contr3le dans le vent (point 86, Fig. 1).

Fn boucle ouverte on peut Ocrire pour le systlme avec controle:

To L = J 
1  T ST C 

-~ W ,T i
o6 Tc eat la function de transfert de la loi de contr~le etTC.L= ACoTTC- , boucle fermle.

L~a function TC s'6crit

-C G3T, T-3(G~ +GT)T radlan/m/s2

aver T , fil tre de hande pouir 1 jolter le nombre de modes I contr~ler

I I 0,07958S
"I -- - - - I xX

1 + 0,8 105S + 0,k0001 7355'S I + 0,0245S + 0,0001 759S- I + 0, 07958S

est un pseudo-inttlgrateur qui coupe lea frlquences basses

0 '8S

I + 0,262S + Q2l2S'

T3~ est la fonCt ion de transfert du vilrin et do la oa ~f-irn, i.par VSAF

GI= 0,1 G,2 = C.3=I

Le schlma bloc do la figure 4 montre le principc de lai ioi detr~, far ajustement hsgains

Ge vt G a phase globale de la function de transfert TC eat i galS .I 18o a la I C5(ience- CI it iqte N ' 117
,I i mode a contr~ler. L~a rllujection des forces sur 1'afle cat alors tine riIzdit, 1,ir, .. t ucgativv, compte
tenU des hvpothL~ses suivarites introduites dans It, caicul:

- I es forces a~rodynamiquea indultes par Ia gouverne de contr~lc n 'aglsstent dc faymu aims I1 It qU1 fans la
traniche dVaile 00,1 eat situile cette gouverne

- les partiea r6 
1

' es des forces ai~rodvoamiques cr16es par cet te gouverne tdivruidnt pvu dt. la fir ,iewnoe
r&iui te km 14L dans un interval Ic de queiques Hfertz (de 51 10 Hfert z patr XkFP3' 1

- les parties imaigina I i-a des forces ai -rodynamiques aunt faihl Cs devant 1 es Part leas rctI lo-s en si I qile It
dtlphasage qii'vlles Introdiient peut Ztre n~glig6.

Cea dif f, reut s lvpothZ'ses out 6t6 vlr If l~s par des essa is in souff I Cri Ic ans I espwi's on mesiira it
lea champs deC lress Ion Instat lonnaire crius par tine gotiverne cxci te harmoniquemint ;I dftereltes friwnci's

Mla forme' Cu plan les maqiettes qjul iont servi Si rca misures I'tait voisitw Idu i i de 1 'ail 1 I
I 'av ionl 7FIi) .

if ~si Ited,,-is v~of~ (l iet lea forces ludisiltis par la gouvirue sint prat iqtimit cij!i
i1vec Iv mouvement dfe elleI-cf et doni- (aijivaut le Agne chioisf I en phase oii en i'I'''sit ion ivi- I i,-
mi-nt do1 polint IC- tointrole.

W(oi, l',ffi, d, rigidlttO n( gitlvte qul a OtlS llit It C qli ftld I atllsir la fh~o'iCi
I is ion Cun reilia al I' importanctcede,, te~rmes deo-iiag. par siparat Ion dI*'' frqiwn- 'I f t iql's I ti-nI
Iit' .i redIiirv 1-s cisqtw, i, fitittfomint.
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b.2) Comparaison des rgsuitats d'essais aver la th~orie - Cas aver contrale

Les valeors eitp~rimentaies des amortissements et des fr~quences des modes intervenant dans le
ph~nom~ne de fiottement ont 6t6 obtenues expdrimentalement en analysant les courbes de densit6 spectrale
pour diffgrents capteurs.

Une tentative d'interpr~tation faite avec ia "Peak Hold Method" (enveloppe des valeurs maximales
pour chaque frdquence des courbes de densit6 spectrale a fait apparaltre une large dispersion des amortis-
sements. Ceci peut tre dai aux raisons suivantes:

- les valeurs maximales au coors do temps de la courbe de densit6 spectrale d~pendent de deox param~tres
d'entrge

- du niveau de turhuence de is soufflerie, qui eat fonction de ia pression gtnt~ratrice et do
nombre di- Mach;

- (le lamortissement global du syst~me (airodynamique + structural) qui est le seul Col doit
etre consi,'6rt-

Le premier paramirre 6tant ni constant, ni coninu, fausse la mesure, d'autant plus que i'on veut
proctdur ci one extrapolation sur de faibles valeurs d'amortissement pour obtenir ic point 'Ao
tiuttement.

-en! in, la funct ion inverse du maximum de is courbe de densit6 spectrale eat une fonct ion inconnue, non
lin, alrp on gjn~ral, qu'il est difficile d'extrapoler.

La figure 5 pr~sente is calcul aver contr~le, shle doit Ztre comparde A la figure 2 (calcul
sans contr3ie).

La comparaison des rgsuitats d'essais et de calcul avec contr~le eat portge sor is figure 6.

On peut noter laccord correct qui exists qoant i Vllure des courbes thdoriques et explrimen-
tales.

L'explositiv6 du ph~nom~ne eat is m~me dana lea deux cas et a dt6 cons id6rablement r~duite par
rapport so rae nominal sans contr

8
le. La limite de Is pression dynamique que ion pourrait atteindre en

augmentant encore ia preasion dynamique ne pr~aente pas on grand intdr~t si on considlre que is courbe
d'amortissement do mode critique eat maintenant trgs plate. On rencontrerait one entrie en fiottement tri-s
progressive et donr mal ddfinie.

Il faut remarqoer aur is courbe des frdqoenrea que leffet recherch6 dintrodortion dulne, rigidit,
ndgative sur ie mode de fiexion eat aimilaire en caicol et en easais.

L'amortisseaent de structure a 6t6 soustrait des couches d'amortissements pr~sent~vs, , ls nt.
romportent donr que la partle d'agrodynamiqoe inatationnaire.

r) Am~lioration de ia loi de contrale

A partir de res r~sultats on peot avoir one confianre raisonnabie dana ie calcul des forces a~rody-
namiqoes agissant sut V'aiie et is gooverne de contr~le. line optimisation de )a ioi de contr~le peut siors
Ztre appliqu~e.

L'am~lioration a 6tE obtenue par on calcul a posteriori en r~duisant is variation de phase en
fonction de is frdquence dana Is fonction TS relative A is ioi de contr8le.

Le caicul a 6t effectu6 6 partie d'une loi iddale dont ie moduiesaerait constant et 6gai A on
radian de rotation de Is gouverne poor I mitre de diplacement do point de contr~ie et en prenant d'aotre
part des pentes de variations de phase en fonction de is frdquence 6gaies A

1) -
0
I/HZ phase conatamment nulle ou 6gale A 180'

2) - 7,5* Hz phase variant linisirement aver is frdquence

3) - -150 1Hz 4) = 20*/Hz

Dana tous lea rae 1) 2) 3) et 4) is phase eat calge 6gale A 180* poor is frlquence critique de
6 Hertz.

Les courbes d'6volution de frdquences et d'amortissement poor lea difflrents cas de contr~le sont
donn~es poor lea modes de fisxion (mode n* 2) et de tangage engin (mode n' 3). Bien entendu is calcol complet
a six modes a 6t6 eftertoi.

f 0*
On volt que poor ~F (phase nolie dana toote ia bands de fr~quence) 11 n'exists plus de

possibllit
6 

de flottement, rea modes de structures ne sont jamals rouplis, lea r~sultats de calcul sont iden-
riques A reux que Von poorrait obtenir en faisant is calcul mode par mode (calcul h I degr6 de libertc).

Lorsque la pente de phase atteint -201HVz on se retroove pratiqoement dana lea conditions de Ilessal
et le fiottement reapparalt aver tin gain aur la pression dynamiquede60O. dti au contr5le.
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CONCLUSION

On a pu, dans cette 6tude, valider dans une premiere phase les hypothases restrictives dans le
calcul des forces agrodynamiques instationnaires aussi bien en ce qui concerne lee termes relatifs l'aile
que ceux affrents A la surface de contrale.

La loi utilisge pour r~duire le flottement, consistant A introduire un terme de rigidit6 sur l'un
des modes de la structure, s'est averie correcte. La comparaison th~orie-expgrience est en bonne concor-
dance.

Ii est ensuite facile, partant d'une fonction de transfert connue pour la loi de contrale, de
l'amdliorer par le calcul en riduisant la pente de la courbe de phase fonction de la fr~quence.

Toutefois, cette m~thode ne s'attache p
a

s A obtenir une optimisation sur les marges de gain ou de
phase du contr~le en fonction de param~tres comme la pression dynamique ou le nombre de Mach.

Une loi de contrSle num~rique pilotge par ces memes parambtres s'av~rera n~cessaire dans le futur
pour des applications portant sur des avions.
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WIND TUNNEL TESTS ON A FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

WING/STORE FLUTTER SUPPRESSION SYSTEM

- THE B Ae CONTROL LAW

by

M. R. TURNER

British Aerospace, Aircraft Group

Weybridge/Bristol Division

Filton, P.O. Box 77, Bristol BS99 7AR, U.K.

SUMMARY

A B.Ae control law designed using analytical data was tested on a model of
the YF-17 in the NASA Langley 16' wind tunnel and succeeded in meeting the require-
ment to increase the flutter dynamic pressure by 70% at M = 0.8.

Because the store configuration chosen for these tests produced a flutter
mechanism which was both hard and near to classical frequency coalescence, it
was necessary to use a multiple output control law to achieve the stability
margin objectives of T60

° 
and T6dB.

The B.Ae control law was designed using a novel procedure which provides
these stability margins, uses minimum control surface movement in turbulence and
can be designed using either analytical or empirical data. Two wing tip acceler-
ometers and a leading edge control surface were used.

Empirical open loop transfer functions obtained during the test showed
that the analytical data overestimated the response of the flutter mode to leading
edge control surface excitation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The United States Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL) sponsored
the design, construction and wind tunnel testing of a YF-17 model to demonstrate
active control of store flutter.

Northrop Corporation were contracted to design the model and the active
flutter control laws, and to test these in the 16' Transonic Dynamics Tunnel of
NASA Langley Research Centre.

After an initial phase of wind tunnel testing (ref. 1), information exchange,,
agreements were drawn up between the AFFDL and each of three European countries
(U.K., Germany and France) whereby active flutter control laws would be designed
in each of these three countries for the YF-17 model to be tested along with
control laws designed by Northrop.

These control laws were tested in October 1979 (ref. 2) and this report
briefly describes the work done by British Aerospace. It is in three parts:
the basic properties of the model as shown by analytical studies, control law
design and the results of the wind tunnel testing.

2. WIND TUNNEL MODEL

Fig. 1 shows the 30% scale wind tunnel half model. It is supported vert-
ically by soft springs and attached to the tunnel wall by roll bars so that only
symmetric motion of the aircraft is represented. The wing and fuselaqge structuie
is dynamicallv representative of the full scale aircraft.
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Two control surfaces (ont, leading edge and one trailing edge) azte availahlt'
for active flutter control. Each is moved independently by its own hydraulic
actuator.

For the October 1979 tests, there were four accelerometers on the outer
wing available for active flutter control. Also the model had a pylon mounted
AIM-7S missile and an empty wing tip launcher rail (i.e. store configuration H).

3. DESIGN OBJECTIVE

The design objective laid down by the AFFDL was to incre-ase the fluttlr
dynamic pressure by 70% with stability margins o o(,O and ;(,dB using the existing
control surfaces and accelerometers.

4. BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL

The analytical studies on the wind tunnel model were made using two sets
of aeroelastic data provided by the AFFDL and Northrop Corporation. The first
(a 10 degrees of freedom system) was based upon seven calculated normal modes
of the model. The second (a 13 degrees of freedom system) was produced later
and was based upon ten GVT modes modified to give agreement with the- critical
flutter dynamic pressure (QF) measured in earlier wind tunnel tests (ref. 1).

4.1 Flutter Curves

Fig. 2 shows the basic flutter curves for the 10 d. of f. system. The
flutter root is that associated with the air off fundamental wing torsion mode.
Below the flutter dynamic pressure (QF) the flutter root damping does not exceed
1% critical. However, above QF the damping falls rapidly to about -10% critical
at l.7QF i.e. the flutter is hard.

Fig. 3 shows the flutter curves for the binary system consisting of the
fundamental bending and torsion modes. The frequency and damping curves are
identical to those of the corresponding roots in fig. 2 with an almost identical
QF. This shows that the flutter mechanism is pure binary.

Also shown in fig. 3 is the effect of ignoring the out of phase aerodynamic
generalised forces ( LE] -[] ). This shows the classical frequency coalescence
flutter (ref. 3 and 4) with the flutter speed not very much changed.

Therefore fig. 2 and 3 show that we are attempting to perform active flutter
control of hard, near frequency coalescence, binary flutter.

4.2 Open Loop Transfer Functions

4.2.1 Input to the Leading Edge Control Surface Actuator

Fig. 4 shows the open loop transfer function (o.l.t.f.) at 1.7QF for input
to the leading edge control surface actuator and velocity output from the outboard
aft (O/A) accelerometer position computed using the 10 d. of f. system data.

There are two significant features which were seen from the o.l.t.f. for
outputs at 100 positions over the wing surface. These were: all anticlockwise
lobes are narrow and have the same mean phase angle, and the wing tip transducers
sense the least response in the modes not involved in the binary flutter.

This means that a simple control law using a single transducer will have
inadequate phase margins, and a control law which uses the two outboard transducers
will have least problems avoiding closed loop instability.

4.2.2 Explanation of Open Loop Transfer Function Properties

Fig. 5 and ref. 5 show that if the dynamic system is simplified to:

a binary flutter system without out of phase aerodynamics

excited by only the in phase aerodynamics of a control surface,

the o.l.t.f. between the control surface angle 0 and the displacement anywhete
on the structure W is the product of two transfer functions each of which has
real values for all frequencies.

As a result, the velocity o.l.t.f. % / will have values only on the
imaginary axis, starting and finishing at the origin. This means that a single
input/single output control law for such a system will have zero phase margins.
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Fig. 6 shows what happens when the YF-17 model is represented in this
simplified manner. The velocity output at O/A due to the leading edge control
surface motion gives an o.l.t.f. which travels up then down the positive imagiccary
axis as frequency increases. However, when the trailing edge control is used, the
o.l.t.f. has values along both the positive and negative halves of the imaginary
axis. This causes a significant difference between the leading edge and trailing
edge o.l.t.f. when the out of phase aerodynamics are included in the binary
flutter mechanism (i.e. [B] v [o ). This is shown on the right hand side of
figure 6.

It shows that if the out of phase control surface aerodynamics are ignored,
active flutter control can be achieved using the leading edge control driven
by displacement (or acceleration) output at O/A, but only with poor phase margins.
On the other hand, using the trailing edge control with velocity feedback from
O/A will give excellent phase margins.

However, when the control surface out of phase aerodynamics are included,
the leading edge control o.l.t.f. is almost unchanged but the trailing edge
control o.l.t.f. loses almost all of its potential phase margin (ref. 5).

5. CONTROL LAW DESIGN

Ref. 6 and 7 show by analytical studies that the stability margins specified
in section 3 can often be achieved with a simple control law using a single
transducer and a single control surface. This is done by careful choice of the
transducer position. However, section 4 reports that the phase margin requirements
(:60 ) of the YF-17 Design Objectives cannot be achieved using a single transducer
with either the leading edge or trailing edge control surface (see also ref. 8).
Therefore a multiple output control law is required.

5.1 Optimal Control Theory

An analytical control law which satisfies the Design Objectives, and does
so using minimum control surface motion in tunnel turbulence, can be derived from
Optimal Control Theory. This is fully described in references 6 and 9 and out-
lined in figure 7.

The theoretical derivation follows recognition that the Matrix Riccati
Equation for solving the Linear Optimal Regulator Problem can be put into Pole
Placement form. Then letting the state weighting matrix TQk in the cost
function be zero leads to the simple criterion: the control law allows the closed
loop poles to be the same as the open loop poles except that the real part of the
unstable open loop poles change sign. This means that the Nyquist Plot will consist
only of an anticlockwise circle with its centre at -1,0 and of unit radius, for
every unstable root. In other words, the feedback signal contains only flutter
mode velocity (fig. 8).

However, this control law formally requires the sensing of all the system
states (e.g. 20 states for 10 second order degrees of freedom) and the feedback
signal to be a weighted sum of these states. This is obviously not practical.

Fortunately, for this configuration of the YF-17 model the flutter mechanism
is a pure binary fairly well separated in frequency from adjacent roots. Theifore,
the control law can be designed for the flutter binary and be expressed as the
weighted sum of the displacement and velocity output at two transducer positions
with a correcting filter to allow for the actuator transfer function (fig. i)).

Such a control law was designed by Pole Placement computation for the YI<-1 7

model at 1.7QF using the output of the two outboard transducers. The resultino
Nyquist Plot for the 10 d.off. system with this control law is shown in fimmure 10.
It gives the required circular anticlockwise lobe and good stability marginls at
all frequencies.

5.2 A Practical Control Law Design Procedure

However, a more practical approach can be made by direct use (of the known
desirable anticlockwise circular Nyquist Plot. That is to take the (out ccmprctnt
o.l.t.f. (i.e. velocity and displacement outputs fot two transducer ositions)
and find the four gains required to combine them to give a least squarei' lit t(
the perfect circle. In this way the actuator transfer function (-an Ie includc't
in the basic o.l.t.f., significant response in adjacent mods over till flutt cr
root bandwidth can be allowed for, and empirical o.l.t.f. can he used if nec4ssacv.

Fig. 11 shows the results of doing this using the two ucctild ac cl.citmc-'ai
and including the actuator transfer function. Partial integration of the, c(t',t r-
ometer outputs is used to avcid non zero response at ier(n frequenc y. Th4' ic cili1
are gfood. The flutter lube fits the desired c ircle well e,'cu(1h and thI, olnlv sc1-
nificant open loop stable mode which is thrvatendc Icy ( lcsed Iooq, in~t.ci itV I, it.,
calculated 38t If? wint tip lacnchcr ra I ftndamental bc'ndinmcc mod,. ilow vc', , tht
aerodynamic damping in) thi. morh' is only 0.1% c riti(al and t tic c.cl la icc (it
crIcutcc11, cc" times I (l(cclatcI') ) will ,vlmo'rmolccsv att4.nIcat4 till , . ,lI.
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A notch filter can then provide any further at tenuat ion n'cessary.

Fig. 12 shows the stability margins between QF and 2.0QF for the conitrol
law designed at 1.7QF shown in fig. 11. These stability margins are excell nt
and close to those of the Design Objectives. The block diagram for this conti(l
law is the tipper horizontal path of fig. 19. This will be referred to as the
four gains, two transducers (4G/2T) control law.

'.3 Effect oif 4G/2T Control Law on Flutter Aerodynamic Coefficients

Any active flutter control law can be thooght of as effectively causing a
change to tne flutter generalised force coefficients. To investigate this, the,
4G/2T control law was designed for the flutter binary of the YF-17 model at 1.70I:
using the leading and trailing edge control surfaces in turn.

Although all eight general ised aerodynamic force coefficients were- effeclit.vly
changed, the major effects were:

(a) leading edge control surface.

- 0.2 x work done on torsion mode by in phase bending mode aerodynamics

2 x II I St out of phase "

0.7 X is t ) '' in phase torsion to

5 5 II It It . i II out of phase

(b) trailing edge control surface:

-0.3 t work done on bending mode by in phase torsion mode aeodynamics

2 x Of it 11 11 out of phase ,,

2 X I) It It II , " in plase hendino) llod, a'l(dlynalli cs

5 x -. t, ), ." out of phase " "

This shows that the leading and trail ino ie control .Urla'eCs dO wor1k
primarily on the torsion and bending modes it'spcctive.ly. The main stahi I isi n
effect comes from changing the sign of a ctoss aerodoms'lic st i t I 1n5s wItit1 ' 1t,
other changes provide, the required st ahi Ii ty inaroi ns ( , I,.

h. FURTHER CONTROL LAW DESIGN

(,. I Analytical Studies usinq Later Data

The work described 'o far (ref. 1)) has been done" usi ng the, ear li( anal v t i ca
data (10 d of f system) which included seven calculated structu ral mod(s. This
work was repeated (ref. 10) using later data (I i. of f. system) which included I1
GVT modes.

Fig. 13 shows the deflections over the wing in these 10 structural Imodes.
The first two are the fundamental bending and torsion modes of the" f-lutter t.inaiy.

Fig. 14 compares the o.lt. °f. for input to the leading edge control suilace
actuator and velocity output from the outloard accelerometer positions at 1.7QF.
For both sets of data the potential phase, margfins [or sint l' output control law
are inadequate.

0.2 Extra Feedback Filters Defined by Northrop

From their experience in earlier tests (1ef. I) Noithrop stated that ex't a
filters were required to avoid cl)sed loop instabilities at fre(luencies w(el
stparated from the flutter root handwidth. Thse are two notch fi l I ers ( 14 at t)(I

Itz) and a scond order low pass fil ter (42 lIz cutolf) to, prott'ct high ftl'qutciv
roots, and two high pass filters (,.1 and 1.0 Ilz cutoff) to avo)id rigidlty tultal-
ility (fig. 1, and 10).

To study the efvct of these filt,':s, as we'll as thn' Italibof edgeto tol"
surface acttato, the sing0le output o.l.t.t. for the otitisiat(| a(cItl:.('~tt. 111151 t t1tilk

and the Nyquist Plots for the 4/2T controll laws wete ploduI(ed l() ith,' six filt.-i
comtbinations tabulated in fig. 10.

Fig. I" 'hows th(' atttnttat i n alnd phase tlal rdit 'd by ,ach ilIt,': t:-
ation at the 1.7QF flitt(,r r,)( t frque-ncy.
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Fig. 18 shows tie effect of these filter combinations on tht anliclotkwir,.
lobe of the o.l.t.f. for leading edge control surface input arn displacemnrt
output at O/A. Whereas the mean phase of the lobe varies withr filter combitiattin
as would be expected from fig. 17, the potential gain and phase maigins for a
single output control law reduces dramatically as the number of filters intrfias,-.
such that for FCo (the filtsr combination used eventually in the wiurd tunirtel t es )
they are only 1.3 and :;4

Fig. 1) shows the effect of each fi,*er combination on the flutter loi- (,I
the 4G/2T control law Nyquist Plot at the Design Condition of 1.7QF. Shown
dashed on each flutter lobe is the ideal circle of unit radius and with c.ntr,.
at -1,0.

Although the circle fit is not very good after FCl and FC2,the stability
margins are excellent for all filter combinations.

The four feedback gains (I to J4) were calculated by the least squares
fit procedure described in section 5.2 for each of the six filter combinations
as shown in figut 20.

Fig. 21 shows the closed loop flutter curves for the control law for F(7.
designed at 1.7QF. For clarity, only the roots of the first two structural modes
(i.e. the flutter binary) are shown. They show no tendency towards closed loop
instability. Also, a Nyquist Plot study showed the same for the other roots.

Section 5.1 suggested that the frequency of the first two roots would not
change as the feedback gain increased. Fig. 22 shows that this is true for the
flutter root but not for the first root. This is because the filters prevent the
anticlockwise lobe for FC

, 
in fig. 19 from being a perfect circle (as it is for

FCl) so that there is significant feedback of first mode response.

Because it is only tihe filter properties over the flutter root frequency
bandwidth which affect the, value of the four gains and the flutter root stability
margins, it would be much better to design a bandpass filter which introduces the
minimum of phase and amplitude change over this bandwidth while providing the
required amount of attenuation and phase change at the lower and higher frequencies
where closed loop instabilities may be introduced. This, of course, would require
an accurate definition of the attenuation and phase requirements to avoid closed
loop instabilities.

7. WIND TUNNEL TEST RESULTS

During the wind tuninel1 tests in) October l 79 , the AFFDL Design Objective was
reduced to increasing the' flutter dynamic pressure by 70% without any requirement
to demonstrate stability margins.

It had been expected that the arialyt ical control law would not b, adequrate
to provide the required stability margins in the test. It had therefore been
planned to obtain empirical o.I.t.f. and use tie least squares fit procedure un
th, se to produce empirical 4iG/2T cont tol laws.

However, the 70% increase in flutter dvianmit pressure was achieved usin th
law calculated using the 13 d. of f. analylicol data for the additional filterFs
that Northrop considered necessary i.e. filt r combination o (fig). 16).

As the tests proceeded in dynamic pressir,, il, taility margins we'
partially checked by reducing the control Iw -,n tall ).%iii down t,, 0.7 of it,;
nominal value and also introducing up to 3(- phise liar at the flutter too t fritile-iv
by means of an all pass filter. Resulting fromt this, th' ttilitrol law was testei
at 1.7QF with only (1.9 and 0.8 of the nominal gain and with no phase lag. This
was because the tests at lower dynamic pressure had pridicted that at ].7QI

l 
tie

fluttur root would riot be stable for 0.7 of nominal tgain; anl for nominal (gain,
with or withour any phase lag, the model restiisP to tunnel turbiivence i) III, Io'ln
Side Rending Mode at about 11 IZ would canse motion of the leadiro edgea, tirittni
stir face which could damage the actuator.

Because of this response to tunnel turbulence, it was i,,t possibtIl t,, onh.tii
iroodi n'mpi ri(al 0. 1 .t. f. above I .2QF (00o p.s. f. ). flow(",' r , from iii Crimpna r-n .Il
the' analytical and empirical o.1.t.f. at 1.2QF it was possile ti, iltain imli I ical
cirrection factor, for the analytical data concernin(j the, flirttr arid 1 1hz lH7 ,,'-
I ref. II).

The ,frfvet ,f applyin these (-iirrct ion fatr tour I the, arnalt Ii a Nyq sI I 1'lI
at .

7
Q[. is showti int fig(. 2 1. Th II itI Ii lobo is 1 ( 1 ed I v a fa(I I I iI (). "; I he

I Hz lobe is incrvasud by a factor tnf 2 and has a () phas,. hs'ad nelatint, t, th
negativ" real axis.

Thi s haiti, lII tire analvti(al NVninst 11lil makes it ounrisl(tnt with 1t t. t

rsnildt whi(h limitd the I.-QF tsts to (.9 and (0.8 times th' niominal 'Jair.
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Given thi s informat ion, i t appear s that good vmpi rt La I. o . k cold he-
obtained at l.7QF by merely introducing a notch fil ter into' the cortr',l law to
prevent the large control surface response to tunnel turtbulencte. Then-i thb's'
o.l.t.f. could be used to design a control law with good stability margjins.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The YF-17 model tested had extreme flutter characteris_-tics which caused a
ne w control law design procedure to be developed to ob~tain good stabi lity marginis.
This procedure gave a control law, based upon analytical data and a leading edgje
control surface, which was robust enough to achi eve the requi red 70% increase in0
flutter d1ynamic pressure.

It could be that whe n designing for active flutter control of anl a i re aft
the- analytical diata is niot adequate so that good quality empi rical data may he
necessary. Also, only a trailing edge control surface may hk- available.

Therefore, the following work onl the YF- 17 model wool d be usef tr I

(1) Analy ti cal studies to find the relative effective-ness of- Ito I eal jog -illd
trail ingj edge control surfaces for active flutter control.

2) Wind tuninel tests to achieve 1. 7QF usingj a control law based upoll analytical
data and the trailing edge control surface.

3) Wind tunnel tests designed to obtain good qoal ity opent loop tr ans rex fori. I ~
by separately exciting with the leading and trailing e~dge cortrol sur faces
op to l.7QF.

(4) Wi nd tunnel1 tests of control laws based upon the em"pi rical (i ata of ()a1l tv('.
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